UAE stock traders invited to accelerate their trading skills
atMubasher’s“How to trade the UAE Stock Markets” seminar taking
place on the 3rd July in Abu Dhabi.
UAE, Abu Dhabi, 30 June 2013: Mubasher Financial Services, a leading local
brokerage in the region, is building on the overwhelming success of its recent Dubai
seminars on Online Stock Trading by extending the series to Abu Dhabi. Held under
the theme "How to trade the UAE Stock Markets”, the next seminar will be on July 3rd
at Beach Rotana, Abu Dhabi, from 7.00pm to 10.00pm.
Participants can expect insights into the trading outlook by Mubasher’sHead of
Research, Amr El Alfywhilst,understanding technical analysis and learning about
Mubasher’strading applications for Windows 8, BlackBerry 10, iPhone, iPad and
Android devices.
The in-depth market analysis will benefit both novice and seasoned investors alike,
particularly given the robust state of local markets - which have been further boosted
after global index provider MSCI upgraded the UAE to Emerging Marketfrom Frontier
Market status.
Speaking ahead of the Abu Dhabi seminar, Malek Kanawati, CEO of Mubasher, said
“We are gearing up to propel our clients’ experience to the next level through
upcoming innovations for Android tablets, Windows Surface tablets and much more.
The aim of our seminar series is to educate the UAE market on the local market
opportunities available whilst demonstrating how to access these opportunities via our
pioneering technology and market research”.
The exponential growth of mobile and internet penetration rates in the UAE have seen
mobile trading thrive, as traders demand more flexibility, real-time data and multifunctionality.
Amr El Alfy, said “Across the Gulf we are seeing a phenomenal growth in the demand
for next-generation online trading tools - particularly in mobile trading, which now
constitutes 35% of all our online trades”.
Attendance at Mubasher’s seminars is free, and participants who seek to upgrade their
skill sets at the Abu Dhabi seminar are invited to register by calling Mubasher on 0561770810 .

